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ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY AND 

ALGORITHMS

1.  Integers and Division
à 1.3  Primes

An integer  p, p > 1,  is called prime, if  1  and  p  are the only positive factors of it, i.e., if  p  has only trivial factors.
An integer  p > 1  is called composite, if it is not prime.  Setting  p1 = 2, p2 = 3, p3 = 5, ¼ we obtain a natural enumera−
tion of primes.

Next we present useful Mathematica functions Prime  and  PrimeQ:

k = 100; Prime@kD
541

Thus 541 is the 100th prime.

n = 123456789; PrimeQ@nD
False

Here we have asked whether  123456789  is prime or not.  As a result we obtained that  123456789  is not prime but
composite (a composite integer).

However, the Mathematica Help Browser gives the following comment:

è PrimeQ first tests for divisibility using small primes, then uses the Miller−Rabin strong pseudoprime test base 2 and
base 3, and then uses a Lucas test. 
è  As of 1997,  this procedure is known to be correct only for n < 1016 ,  and it  is  conceivable that for larger n  it  could
claim a composite number to be prime. 

In spite of this, there is probably no known example of a case, where PrimeQ would have claimed a composite number
to be prime.  On the other hand, it is known that the result is right whenever the answer is  False.   In this case, the
number is certainly composite, even though its factors would remain unknown. Indeed, factoristion can well be impossi−
ble in practice in the case of very big integers. Examples of these difficult cases can be found, for example, at

http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/challenges/factoring/numbers.html ,

where  a  great  amount  of  money  is  offered  for  the  person  (or  team),  who  divides  any  of  the  presented  integers  into
product of primes. For example, USD 10 000   is offered of a factorisation of an integer with 174 digits (base 10) and
USD 200 000 of  an integer with 617 digits.
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Notation:  Ûi=1
k ai  = a1  a2  º ak   (product)

Example 1.1
Consider the following basic examples of product notation:

Ûi=1
3 i = 1 × 2 × 3,    Ûi=1

4 i
2
 = 12 × 22 × 32 × 42 ,

ä
i=1

k 1�����i  = 1�����1 × 1�����2 × 1�����3  º 1�����k ,

ä
i=1

r I1 - 1�������pi
M  =  I1 - 1��������p1

M I1 - 1��������p2
M º I1 - 1��������pr

M
Theorem 1.2 (Euclid)

There are infinitely many primes.

Todistus: Arguing indirectly, let us make a counter proposition that the number of primes is finite. Let p1 , p2 , ¼, pk

be  the  list  of  all  these  primes.  Obviously,  the  integer  HÛi=1
k pi L + 1  cannot  be  divided  by  any  of  the  primes

p1 , p2 , ¼, pk .  Let  n  be smallest of the positive integers that cannot be divided by any of the  p1 , p2 , ¼, pk  (we just
saw that  such  integers,  like  HÛi=1

k pi L + 1,  exist,  and  the  smallest  can  be  chosen  by  the  Well−Odering Axiom).   This
particular  n  cannot be prime, otherwise it would be in the list p1 , p2 , ¼, pk .   Thus the integer  n   has a non−trivial
factor  d.  However, then  d (< n)  is divisible by some of the primes p1 , p2 , ¼, pk ,  and, therefore, the same holds also
for   n.   Hence,  we  obtain  a  contradiction.  Consequently,  our  counter  proposition  is  false  and  the  original  claim  of
Theorem 1.2 holds true.

�

Between two consequtive  primes there  can be  an  arbitrary long interval  composite  integers.   For  example,  the   n - 1
consequtive integers  n ! + 2, n ! + 3, ¼, n ! + n  are divisible by  2, 3, ¼, n,  respectively.  Thus none of them is prime.

Definition 1.1
ΠHnL  is the number of those primes, that are  £  n.

In Mathematica, this function is called  PrimePi.

n = 1000; PrimePi@nD
168

Among other things, Mathematica Help Browser tells us the following:

è  Prime  and  PrimePi  use  sparse  caching  and  sieving.  For  large  n,  the  Lagarias−Miller−Odlyzko  algorithm  for
PrimePi is used, based on asymptotic estimates of the density of primes, and is inverted to give Prime. 
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The following Theorem 1.3, which is given without a proof, characterises the occurrence of primes in the set  N.  (Cf.,
e.g.,  [HarW45]  Hardy,  G.H.  and  E.M.  Wright,  An  Introduction  to  the  Theory  of  Numbers,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,
1945,  p.  91;  or  Bach E.  and J.  Shallit,  Algorithmic Number Theory,  Volume 1:  Efficient Algorithms, Foundations of
Computing Series, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1996, p. 203|.)

Theorem 1.3 Prime Number Theorem

limn®¥
ΠHnL�����������������n � ln n = 1.

Let us compute a numerical approximation  of  ΠHnL�����������������n � ln n   in the case  n = 100000:

n = 100000;
PrimePi@nD

��������������������������������
n � Log@nD �� N

1.10432
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